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Ways of Expressing Complementarity in English 
and Tatar Antonymy
Venera N. Khisamova , Dina R. Safina

Institute of International Relations, History and Oriental Studies, Kazan Federal University, Kazan, Russian Federations

L.G.Khabibov [3], R.M. Zakirova [4], G.M. Polkina [5]. If  
one series of  researchers of  the Tatar language mentions 
the existence of  a complementary opposition in foreign 
linguistics, others stop on a number of  examples of  
this oppositionin the Tatar language. In the textbook 
“Lexicology of  the Tatar language” this type is called 
contradictory (complementary) antonyms. These are 
opposite words, complementary to each other, and the 
denial of  one concept leads to the affirmation of  the other. 
For example, yalgantűgel-chïn/not false- truth, yumarttűgel-saran/
not generous- mean, isäntűgel-űlgän/not alive- dead [6].

However, in Tatar linguistics this opposition type has not 
been studied in detail yet. Also, the characteristic features 
of  this opposition have not been established. Moreover, 
the parts of  speech participating in its formation have not 
been defined. For this reason, for the first time we will try 
to describe and systematize this opposition type on the 
basis of  the Tatar language. We will also examine ways of  
expressing complementaries in a comparative aspect based 
on English and Tatar languages.

METHODS

There are some differences in the terminology used in 
English, Tatar and Russian linguistics. In English, you can 

INTRODUCTION

As it is known, the typology of  opposites that form the basis 
of  antonymy is an unevenly studied question in English 
and Tatar linguistics [1]. In general, the classification of  
lexical antonyms in terms of  the nature of  the opposition 
in a comparative aspect based on the English and Tatar 
languages is a poorly understood area of  linguistics [2]. As 
a result, in this article we will pay attention to one of  the 
types of  opposites, namely the complementary opposition 
based on the antonyms of  the English and Tatar languages.

The complementary opposition was studied on the basis 
of  English language by such authors as J. Lyons, A. Cruse, 
S. Jones, J. Katz, R. Kempson, R. Murphy, G. Leech, and 
others.

In the Tatar language this type of  opposition is to 
some extent mentioned in the dissertational studies of  
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find the names binary antonyms, binary taxonomy, non-
gradual antonyms, complementary antonymy, in Russian 
linguistics, a contradictory contrast, complementarity 
(L.A. Novikov) [7], complementary antonyms (O.N. 
Likhacheva) [8].

Novikov L.A., analyzing the opposites in semantics, 
considers this type as a contradictory opposition [7], and 
also mentions it in the section of  antonyms expressing 
complementarity. Likhacheva O.N., studying the antonyms 
of  Russian and English languages, calls this type 
complementary antonyms [8].

According to L.A. Novikov, contradictory opposition in the 
Russian language corresponds to the formula X-not X. It 
lacks the middle (intermediate) member of  the opposition. 
In contrast to the gradual opposition, such antonyms do 
not form comparative degrees, unlike the gradual antonyms. 
For example, можно- нельзя/permitted-prohibited, 
живой- мертвый/alive-dead, истинный- ложный/
true-false, влажный- сухой/wet-dry, открыт- закрыт/
open-closed. It is impossible to say болееженатый/
more married, менееистинный/less true. L.A. Novikov 
includes to these antonyms expressing complementarity 
the following nouns(мужчина –женщина/man-woman, 
война-мир/war-peace, истина-ложь/truth-lie, свобода-
зависимость/freedom-dependence), adjectives (зрячий-
слепой/sighted-blind, верный-неверный, ошибочный 
(ответ)/right-wrong (answer), влажный-сухой/wet-
dry, женатый-холостой/married-single, здоровый-
больной/healthy-sick)and adverbs (вместе-врозь, 
внутри-снаружи/inside-outside, нечаянно-умышленно/
accidentally- intentionally, постоянно-временно/
permanently- temporarily etc.)[7].

J. Lyons describes complementarity as one of  the types of  
opposition along with antonymy, converses and directional 
opposition. For example, male-female, single-married [9]. 
We followed Lyons believe that in the Tatar language the 
complementary opposition also takes a special place among 
other kinds of  opposition in antonymy.

In both English and Tatar, with the complementary 
opposite, the denial of  the first member implies the 
assertion of  the other and vice versa. For example, John 
is not married/Djonőylängäntűgelmeans that John is 
single/Djonbuydak. And the sentence John is married/
Djonőylängänmeans John is not single/Djonbuydaktűgel 
(English examples of  J. Lyons [9], Tatar examples of  the 
authors). This is the main difference of  complementarity 
from gradual antonyms, such as good-bad/yahshï –nachar, 
high-low/biek- täbänäk. For example, the statement 
John is good/Djonyahshïis equivalent to the statement 
John is not bad/Djonnachartűgel. But John is not 

good/Djonyahchïtűgeldoes not mean thatJohn is bad/
Djonnachar. Between good/yahchï andbad/nachar there 
are a lot of  other qualities (English examples by J. Lyons [9], 
tatar examples of  the authors).

A. Cruse considers complementarity the main form 
of  lexical opposition. Between members of  this opposition 
there is not and can not be a third link, because it is a 
binary opposition in the purest form [10]. For example, 
true-false/chin- yalgan, dead-alive/űle- tere, open-shut/achïk- yabïk. 
Complementarity is found in the statements in which both 
concepts are denied. For example,

The door is neither open nor shut/Ishekachïk ta yabïk ta tűgel.

Thehamsterwasneitherdeadnoralive/Ärlänűledäteredätűgel ide.

ThestatementthatJohnhasblueeyesisneithertruenorfalse/Djonnïngkű
zlärezängärtőstädigänfikerdőrestäyalgïsh ta tűgel. (examples by 
A.Cruse [10], tatar examples of  the authors).

Also in the Tatar language, the complementarity 
describes polar concepts, and there is no intermediate 
term between them. For example,dead- alive/űle- tere, 
true- false/chin – yalgan,obey- disobey/tïnglarga- tïnglamaska, 
inside- outside/echendä- tïshïnda,continuedoing - stopdoing/
bashlau- beterű, possible- impossible/mőmkinlek – mőmkintűgellek, 
stationary- moving/häräkät- häräkätsezlek, male- female/ir-
at - hatïn-kïz (English examples by Cruse, Tatar examples 
by F.S.Safiullina [11].

RESULTS

According to English researchers complementarity has 
a strict logical definition, which can be expressed by the 
formula: F (X) entailsandisentailedbynot –F (Y) [10].

S. Jones distinguishes two main classes of  antonymy: 
non-gradual and gradual antonymy. According to him 
non-gradual antonymy is the same as complementarity. G. 
Leech calls this class a binary taxonomy. H. Jackson (1988), 
F. Palmer (1976) calls it complementarity. R. Kempson 
describes such binary opposition as real antonyms (true 
antonyms). In the classical sense, if  X is not a woman, then 
X is man and vice versa [12].

According to G. Leech, the above formula is not sufficient 
to establish the complementarity. The author proposes to 
produce a component analysis of  the antonymous pair. 
Forexample,

man: +adult, +human, +male

woman: +adult, +human, -male.[13]
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According to this analysis, the man is first of  all a human 
being, secondly, it is an adult, in the third, by gender, a 
man. A woman is a human, an adult and not a male. Thus, 
it can be seen that these pairs coincide in terms of  the 
component, with the exception of  a sex feature.

R. Kempson (1977), following G. Leech, proposes to 
address the component analysis, especially when analyzing 
the antonymous pairs relating to the topic of  kinship. Tatar 
complementary antonyms concerning this subject can also 
be disassembled by component composition. For example, 
ene- sengel/younger brother - younger sister, apa-abïy/aunt-uncle.

ene: +keshe/human, +yäshekechkenä/young, +malay/boy

sengel: + keshe/human, + yäshe kechkenä/young, - malaytűgel/
not a boy

apa: + keshe/human,+ tugan/relative, + olïrak/older, 
+hatïn- kïz/woman

abïy :  + keshe/human,  + tugan/r e la t i v e,  +ol ï rak/
older,- hatïn- kïztűgel/not a woman

It can be noted that complementarity is particularly evident 
in words opposing in sex and expressing kinship. For 
example, ana-ata/mother-father, anakay-atakay/mammy- daddy, 
kïz-ul/daughter-son, koda-kogogïy/father-in-law - mother-in-law, 
kilen-kiyäű/daughter-in-law - son-in-law. But, on the other hand, 
antonyms expressing kinship can also express converses 
if  they correspond to the formulaA Bnïng atasï = B Anïng 
balasï. For example, ata-bala/father-child, ana-bala/mother-child, 
ata-ul/father- sonare converses, not complementaries.

Some scholars of  English linguistics believe that it is very 
difficult to draw a line between complementary antonyms 
and gradual antonyms. For example, Jackson generally 
doubts the existence of  non-gradual antonymy because “any 
non-gradual antonym can be made gradual”. In his opinion, 
there is some reason to doubt the existence of  male-female 
opposition, because it is possible to perform an operation and 
to change the sex. In the same way, A. Cruse says that there 
is no clear opposition between the alive-dead, because there 
is an intermediate link between them, when vampires and 
zombies can be on the verge of  life and death. However, in 
our opinion, such examples are few, they are only exceptions.

M.L. Murphy also believes that complementarity does not 
always imply a binary opposition. The scientist cites whole 
sets as an example. For example, the suit of  cards: spade-
heart-diamond-club.

If  the ace is a spade, then it is not a heart, diamond, or club.

If  the ace is not a spade, then it is a heart, diamond, or club [14].

According to S. Jones, some complementary antonyms can 
become gradual, to have the degree of  a characteristic. For 
example, the words alive, male, pregnant can be used in 
comparative and superlative degrees (more alive, extremely 
male, very pregnant). For example,

But I feel much more alive when I’m acting –the rest of  life becomes 
much more interesting.

Josh Logan had noted he was all a director could hope for: tall, 
humorous, extremely male.

Margo at that time was very pregnant with Hector, and we had dinner 
and talked late into the night. [15]

Some scholars do not see a clear line between gradual 
and complementary antonyms. According to F. Palmer, 
there is no clear difference between complementary 
and gradual antonyms, because some complementary 
antonyms can be graded and have a degree [16]. 
Forexample, male-female, married- single, alive-deadmay be 
also gradable. Someone may be very male, more married, 
more dead than alive. At the same time, some gradable 
antonyms may have a dichotomic pair. For example, 
honest –dishonest/namuslï- namussïz,obedient- disobedient/
tïnglauchan - tïnglamauchan, open-shut/achïk- yabïk.
Theyaregradableasitispossibletousemoreorlessin English or 
to add suffix –rak/-räk in Tatar language.

Bill is more honest than John/Bill Djonga Karaganda namuslïrak.

Bill isn’t honest = Bill is dishonest/Bill namuslïtűgel= Bill namussïz.

Bill isn’t dishonest= Bill is honest/Bill namussïztűgel= Bill namuslï 
(English examples by F.Palmer [16], translation by the 
authors).

As we see, some scientists take the gradation of  non-
gradual antonyms and the existence of  boundary examples. 
In this connection, we would like to quote the work of  J. 
Lyons, in which the author writes about the fact that such 
cases “do not mean the absence of  a clear line between 
gradual and non-gradual antonyms.” [9].

In English and Tatar, the complementarity can be expressed 
by nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs.

For example, the complementary opposition, expressed 
by nouns: liberty-restraint/irek-totkïnlïk;sympathy- antipathy/
simpatiya- antipatiya. Complementary opposition among 
adjectives of  English and Tatar languages: independent- dependent/
azat - bäyle;healthy- unhealthy/sälamät – avïru.Complementary 
opposition, expressed by adverbs: temporarily- permanently/
vakïtlïcha - daimi;daily- nightly/kőndez – tőnlä. Complementary 
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opposition expressed by verbs: allow- prevent, forbid/
rőhsätitű - tïyu;live- die/yäshärgä- űlärgä and etc.

Among the examples of  complementary opposites 
expressed by the above-mentioned parts of  speech, 
a number of  nouns in English and Tatar have their 
distinctive features. Among them there are both universal 
examples (man-woman/ir-eget- hatïn-kïz, manly-womanly, 
masculine-feminine, male-female/hatïn-kïz (kieme) - irlär 
(kieme)) [17, 18, 11] and etc, and distinctive nouns that 
express kinship relationships(koda- kodagïy,kilen,käläsh – 
kiyäű, kart- karchïk, äti- äni, babay- äbi etc.)[11]and animals 
in Tatar language. For example, tana- űgez, anakaz- atakaz, 
tavïk–ätäch, bïlbïl– karga, bïlbïl–bőrketetc [11].

As it can be seen from the examples, in the Tatar 
language there are a number of  antonyms expressing 
animals - females and males, as well as species of  the animal 
world. In English, on the contrary, there are no similar 
examples in the antonymic dictionaries. However, A. Cruse 
in his work mentions the antonyms lion and lioness, which 
are complementarity, within the species of  lions[10].

DISCUSSIONS

The complementarity expressed by the verbs is of  a 
complex nature, since to a certain extent borders on 
the directional opposition, especially with antonyms-
reverses. A. Cruse in such cases suggests using the term 
reversive complementarity. According to the author, 
there are antonymous triplets, where there are three 
components. And there are three kinds of  these triplets. 
For example,beborn- live- die. In this triplet, the ultimate 
members of  the opposition be born and die are reverses. 
Thus,the first type of  complementary opposition expressed 
by verbs the author calls reversive complementarity. This 
type of  complementarity can also be found in the example 
of  Tatar antonyms. For example,tuu- yäshäű- űlű.In this 
triplet tuu- űlűare reverses, yäshäű- űlű– complementary 
opposition. The following examples can also be attributed 
to this type of  opposition: learn – remember – forget/őyränű – 
iskäalu- onïtu;arrive- stay –leave/kilű – kalu–kitűetc [11,17,18].

The second type - interactives - arises when a pair of  
antonyms is a response to a command or stimulus 
word. For example, command/kushu is an interactive to 
obey-disobey/buysïnu-buysïnmau. Other interactive triplets 
include: request –grant –refuse/sorau, taläp itű- kire kagu- riza 
bulu; greet –acknowledge –snub/sälamläű- rähmätlebulu – 
sangasukmauetc [11,17,18].

The third type is satisfactives, a weak form of  opposition. 
In this triplet, the first word means trying to do 

something, and a pair of  antonyms express the outcome 
of  the event. For example, compete – win- lose/yarïshu– 
otu- ottïru; try – succeed –fail/tïrïshu – ungïshka ireshű – ottïru, 
ungïshsïzlïk kicherű; aim – hit – miss/tőzäű– elägű –eläkmäű 
etc. [11,17,18].

The fourth type - counteractives - means that the first 
word is an aggressive action, the second word is an attempt 
to counteract, the third component is an unsuccessful 
attempt to resist. For example, attack –defend –submit/hőjűm 
itű– saklanu - buysïnu; charge –refute –admit/gaepläű – kire 
kagu- kabul itű etc.

However, some scholars, S. Jones for example, doubted 
the classification of  A. Cruse because there are not 
enough examples that can be illustrated in these triplets. 
In some cases, not winning does not mean losing, as it may 
be drawing.

We recognize that not all verbs can be part of  an 
antonymous triplet, but this does not doubt the existence 
of  a complementary antithesis expressed by verbs, both 
in English and Tatar.

On the one hand, A. Cruse says that opposites that are not 
complementary can not be used in a certain context. For 
example, gradual antonyms such as good- bad, rising-falling.But 
at the same time, A. Cruse recognizes the existence of  some 
borderline examples, when complementary antonyms may 
have a gradation of  a feature. So they can have a minimum 
or maximum degree of  a quality. These adjectives can take 
the form of  more or less: accurate- inaccurate/tőgäl- yalgïsh, 
pure- impure/chista- pïchrak, satisfactory-unsatisfactory/kanägatle 
– kanägat bulmagan, smooth- rough/shoma- kïtïrshï, drunk- sober/
iserek – ayek etc [11,17,18].

CONCLUSION

Analyzing the literature concerning the description 
of  the complementary opposite in English and Tatar 
linguistics, by making a selection of  examples from 
the antonymic dictionaries of  English and Tatar, the 
following conclusion can be drawn. In English and Tatar, 
the complementarity expresses binary opposition, refers 
to different persons (denotates), does not express the 
direction, denial of  one concept means the presence 
of  the second concept. Some pairs of  complementary 
opposition are gradual. So they may have some degree 
of  the feature. The complementaries in these different 
structure languages can be expressed by nouns, adjectives, 
adverbs and verbs. Complementary opposition expressed 
by verbs can form triplets both in English and Tatar 
languages.
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